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Let %={R,;.., R,,} be a finite class of regular languages over a finite alphabet I. Let A = 
{b,, , b,,,} be an alphabet, and 6 be the substitution from A* into P* such that S(b,) = R, for 
all i. Let R,,, R,, c 2* be two regular languages. The relative inclusion star height h,(R,,, R,,, %) 
of(R,,, R,,) w.r.t. % is the minimum star height of regular languages L c A* such that R,,,c S(L) c 
R,,. This paper proves the existence of an algorithm for determining relative inclusion star height. 
1. Introduction 
Eggan [7] introduced the notion of star height, and posed the problem of 
determining star height. There have appeared many contributions to this problem. 
Hashiguchi [13] introduced the notion of relative star height, and showed the 
existence of an algorithm for determining relative star height, which implies, as a 
special case, the existence of an algorithm for determining star height. 
This paper is a continuation of [13], and introduces the notion of inclusion star 
height and relative inclusion star height (Definition 2.7-2.8), and shows the existence 
of an algorithm for determining relative inclusion star height, which implies, as a 
special case, the existence of an algorithm for determining inclusion star height. 
The fundamental ideas for establishing these algorithms are essentially the same as 
those which appeared in [13]. 
Thus the reader is assumed to be acquainted with the contents of [13], and for 
many detailed definitions and proofs in this paper, the reader should refer to the 
corresponding materials in [13]. The principal differences between this paper and 
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[ 131 are the following: in this paper we consider two regular languages R,,,, RsO c _X*, 
their syntactic monoids Ju,, .A& and their canonical morphisms (Y, : _X*+ At,, 
a2. *.Z*+ Ju2, while in [13] we consider one regular language R c 2*, its syntactic 
monoid Jll and its caninical morphism (Y : E* + 4. 
This paper consists of seven sections as [13] does. Section 2 will present pre- 
liminaries which include definitions of inclusion star height and relative inclusion 
star height. Section 3 will present elementary properties of inclusion star height and 
relative inclusion star height. Section 4 will present algorithms for deciding whether 
or not the relative inclusion star height equals infinity or zero. Section 5 will present 
the main lemma, Theorem 5.53 and an algorithm for determining relative inclusion 
star height. Section 6 will present an algorithm for determining inclusion star height. 
(For the proofs of Lemma 6.2 and Theorem 6.3, the reader should refer to [lo]). 
The final section will present four propositions for establishing the main lemma. 
The reader should refer the corresponding parts of [13] for almost all material in 
Sections 2-7 of this paper. 
2. Preliminaries 
2, A, 0, f?(w) for w E X*, and #A for a set A denote the same notions as in [ 131. 
Definition 2.1. RE(1) is the class of regular expressions (over _Z). 
Definition 2.2. For any E E RE(_X), IEl is the regular language denoted by E. 
Definition 2.3. For any E E RE(E), h(E) is the star height of E. 
Definition 2.4. For any regular language R, h(R) is the star height of R. 
A finite automaton d over 2 is a quintuple (2, Q, M, S, F), where Q, M, S and 
F denote the same notions as in [ 131. In this paper we may assume without loss of 
generality that & is complete, i.e., for any q E Q and a E 2, M(q, a) # 0. (This is a 
difference from [13] in which M(q, a) may be empty: for example, see the definition 
of 93 in Definition 5.20 below). R(d) denotes the regular language accepted by &. 
Definition 2.5. For any finite automaton ti, r(a) is the cycle rank of &. 
Let %‘={R,;*., R,} be a finite class of regular languages over Z: Let A = 
{b,, . . . , b,} be a new alphabet, and 6 : A * + 2 * be the substitution which is defined 
as in [13]. 
Definition 2.6. For any regular language R c Z* and a finite class ‘% of regular 
languages over 2, h,(R, %Y) is the relative star height of R w.r.t. %. 
The notions of inclusion star height and relative inclusion star height are intro- 
duced as follows. 
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Definition 2.7. For any regular languages RIO, R2,,c Z*, the inclusion star height 
h(R,O, &II) of (RIO, RZO) is defined as follows: 
(1) h(R,,, &) =min{h(R)I R is regular and R,,,c R = R2,J if RI,= RzO; 
(2) h( Rio, Rzo) = co otherwise, where 00 is the symbol for infinity. 
Definition 2.8. Let Rio, RzOc 2‘” be regular, % = {R,, . . . , R,} be a finite class of 
regular languages over 2 and A = {b, , . . . , 6,) and 6 be as above. The relative 
inclusion star height h,( R,,, R20, %‘) of (RIO, RJ w.r.t. % is defined as follows: 
(1) k(RIo,Rzo, W=min{h(l)]LcA * is regular and RIO c 6(L) c RzO} if such 
an L exists; 
(2) h,(RIo, RsO, 59) = CO otherwise. 
Definition 2.9. A D-automaton B over 2 is a sextuple (2, Q, M, S, F, d), where Q, 
M, S, F and d denote the same notions as in [13]. MdO is also defined in the same 
way. 
Definition 2.10. SRE(A) is the class of regular expressions in string form (over A). 
Definition 2.11. CSRE(A) is the class of regular expressions in complete string form 
(over A). 
Definition 2.12. For any E E SRE(A), Fact(E) is the set of factors of E. 
Definition 2.13. For any E E SRE(A), V(E) is defined as in [13]. 
3. Elementary properties of inclusion star height and relative inclusion star height 
Throughout this section, % = {R, , . . . , R,} is a finite class of regular languages 
over 2 and A={b,;.., b,} and 6 are defined as in Section 2. The following 
proposition states that inclusion star height and relative inclusion star height are 
generalized notions of star height and relative star height, respectively. 
Proposition 3.1. (1) For any regular language R c E* and a$nite language R,c I*, 
h( R, R U R,) = h(R). In particular, h( R, R) = h(R). 
(2) For any regular language R c .E* and a jinite language Lc A*, h,(R, R u 
6(L), %) G h,( R, %‘). In particular, h,( R, R, ie) = h,( R, %). 
The following proposition relates inclusion star height to relative inclusion star 
height. 
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Proposition 3.2. For any regular languages R,o, RzOc E*, h( R,,, R,,) = 
h,( R,o, R,,, Ye>, where % = {{a} 1 a E Z}. 
Proposition 3.3. Let R,,,, Rzo, RjOc Z* be regular languages. 
(1) h(RIOu RIO, R3Jsmax{h(RI0, RA, h(RIO, RAI. 
(2) VR,,c R,,n RXO, then h(RIo, R,,u RAsmin{h(R,~, Rzo), h(RIO, RA). 
Proposition 3.4. (1) Let i, j, k be positive integers such that is min{j, k}. Then there 
exist regular languages R,,, R,, such that h( R,,) = j, h( R2J = k and h( R,,, RzO) = i. 
(2) Let i, j, k, 1 be positive integers such that i G min{j - 1, k - I}. Then there exist 
regular languages R,,, Rzo and ajinite class % of regular languages such that h( R,,) = 
j(R,,)=k, l=max{h(R)IRE%} and h,(R,o, R,,, %)=i. 
Proof. (1) Let Ri, , R,, and Rk, be regular languages which satisfy the following: 
(i) Ri, c {a, b}* and h(Ri,) = i; 
(ii) R,,c{b,c}* and h(R,,)=j; 
(iii) Rk, c {a, c}* and h(Rk,) = k. 
Define R,O and R,, by 
R,o=R,,uR,,; Rzo= Ri,u{b, c}*u Rk,. 
Then h(R,,)=j, h(R2J=k and h(R,,, R,,)=h(R,,u{b,c}*)=i. 
(2) Let Ri+rl, R,, and Rk, be regular languages which satisfy the following: 
(iv) R,+,, ~{a,b}* and h(R,+,,)=i+l; 
(v) R,, c {b, c}* and h( Ril) = j; 
(vi) Rk,C{a, c}* and h(R,,)= k. 
Define R,O and RzO by 
RIO = R;+, 1 U Rj, ; Rzo = Ri+, , u{b, c}*u Rk,. 
Let E E SRE({a, b}) be such that 1 E I= Ri+, , and h(E) = h( Ri+, ,). Define TO and 
T by 
%‘O={IH*I(H* is a star factor of E and h(H*)~l}u{{a},{b}}; 
%‘= %$,u{{b, c}“}. 
Then h(R,,)=j, h(R,,)=k, l=max{h(R)IR~ %} and 
h,(RIo, &, g) = h,(Rj+I, u {b, c>*, ve) = h,(R,+, I) %I = i. q 
The rest of this section will briefly refer to definitions about paths of regular 
expressions in SRE(A) and two propositions. The reader should refer to [13] for 
more details. By Proposition 3.1, we can see that if h,( R,,, Rzo, %‘) < ~0, then 
h,(R,,, &o, z) = k(R,,-{AI, R,,u {AI, W 
= W(IEI -{AI), W, 
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where h,(R,,, Rzo, %‘) = h(E). So in the sequel, we consider only those regular 
expressions in which none of 0 and A appear. However, it may hold that A E 
S(IEI-{A]). 
Definition 3.5. Let E E SRE(A). (1) e(E) is the length of E. For convenience of 
notation, l(0) = 8( A ) = 0. 
(2) p(E) is the set of positions of E. 
(3) Any E’E Fact(E) is said to occur between i and j, 1 G isjs e(E), iff the 
condition holds as in [13]. 
(4) As is the mapping from p(E) to A defined as in [13]. 
Definition 3.6. For any E E SRE(A), ip(E) and fp(E) are the sets of initial and final 
positions of E, respectively. 
Definition 3.7. Let E E SRE(A) and E’E Fact(E). Then i E p( E) is an initial position 
of E’ w.r.t. E (a final position of E’ w.r.t. E, respectively) iff the conditions as in 
[13] hold. 
Definition 3.8. Let E E SRE(A). The set of paths of E are defined as in [13]. The 
length of a path and the mapping AE from the set of paths to At are defined in the 
same way. 
Definition 3.9. For any E E SRE(A), the set of whole paths of E are defined as in [ 131. 
Definition 3.10. For any integer i Z- 1, the integer g,(i) is defined as in [13]. 
Proposition 3.11. For any in 1, the following hold: 
(1) #{EESRE(A)I/(E)=~}G~,(~); 
(2) {EESRE(A)I~?(E)~~}~(~~(~))~. 
Definition 3.12. For any integers i, j 2 0, the integer g,( i, j) is defined as in [ 131. 
Proposition 3.13. For any E E SRE(A) and any WE S(IEl)nX+, there exist E,E 
CSRE(A) and a path P, = (i,, . . . , i,) of E, such that IE,IcIEI, h(E,)Gh(E), 
l(E,) s 501 (h(E),QE)), P, is a whole path of E,, WECT(A~,(P,)) and for some 
X l,...,X,EE+, w=x,” .x, undx,Es(A,(i,)) forullj, lsjsn. 
4. Algorithms for deciding whether or not h,(R,,, Rzo, '8) equals infinity or zero 
Throughout this section, let R,,,, RzOc Z* be regular, %Y = {R,, . . . , R,} be a finite 
class of regular languages over 1 and A = {b, , . . . , 6,) and 8 be as in Section 2. 
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For i = 1329 die = (23 Q~o 3 Mi, 3 {s;o}, 60) is the reduced deterministic automaton 
accepting Ri,, and for each i=l,..., IZI, di =(Z, Qi, M,, {s,}, Fi) is the reduced 
deterministic automaton accepting Ri. Without loss of generality, we assume that 
Qm,QmrQ,,..., and Q,,, are pairwise disjoint. We shall first present an algorithm 
for deciding whether or not h,(Rlo, Rzo, %) = co. 
Definition 4.1. Let R = I* be regular. a[ R] denotes the reduced deterministic 
automaton accepting R. Let J&[ R] = (2, Q, M, {s}, F). sZ[ R, A] is a finite determin- 
istic automaton, (A, Q’, M’, {s’}, F’), which satisfies the following: 
(1) Q’={tcQ(forsome WEA*, t=M(s,a(W))}. 
(2) s’=(s) and F’={~EQ’~~c F}. 
(3) For any tc Q’ and b 6 A, M’(t, b) = M(t,‘S(b)). 
The proof of the following proposition is clear by the definition. 
Proposition4.2. R(&[R,A])={WEA*~G(W)~R}. 
Since the construction of &[Rzo, A] is effective, we have the following algorithm 
from the above proposition. 
Algorithm 4.3. h,(R,,, R,,, %‘)<cc ifRloc 6(R(&[Rzo, A])). 
Next we shall present an algorithm for deciding whether or not h,( RIO, Rzo, %) = 0. 
Definition 4.4. Let Rio, RzO, %, A and 6 be as above. C&,= (2, Q’, M’, S’, {qf}, d’) 
is a D-automaton which satisfies the following: 
(1) Q’={qr}uI(P,t,q)IPEQlo,tCQzo and qEQ1u-..uQml, where qf is a 
new state. 
(2) S’={(~,~,{~~~},~~)(l~i~mm) if AE R,, and 
S’={4~~u{(.%, { szO}, si) 11 s i s m} otherwise. 
(3) For any (p, t, q) E Q’ with q E Qi, 1 G is m and a E 2, the following (3.1)-(3.3) 
hold, where we assume that M,, and Mi are total functions for all i 
(3.1) If M(q, a)& 6, then M’((P, 6 q), a) ={(M,o(P, a), t, Mi(q, a))), and 
d’((p, t, 9). 4 (M,o(P, a), 6 M(q, a))) =O. 
(3.2) If M,(q, a) E F, and either M,,(p, a) & Flo or Mzo( t, Ri) - F2,, # 0, then 
M’((P, 4 91, a) = {M,o(P, a), 4 Mi(q, a))) 
d’((p, 6 q), 0, (M,o(P, ~1, t, M,(q, ~1)) = 0 
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and 
d’((p, f, 4), a, (M,o(~, a), M20(t, Ri), sj)) = l for all .L 1 sj< m. 
(3.3) If M,o( p, U) E F,o, Mi(q, a) E Fi and M&t, Ri) c Fzo, then 
M’((P, t, q), a) = {4r1 u {(M,O(P, a), t, M(q, a))) 
u {(M,o(P, a), Mzo(~, Ri), sj) I1 sjs ml, 
d’((P~ C 4)2 4 (“IO(Pv u)~ 4 Mi(q9 u))) = O 
and 
d’((P, 6 4), a, 9f) = d’((P, C 9), a, (M,o(!‘, a), Mzo(C Ri), sj)) 
=l forallj,l<jCm. 
Algorithm45 h,(Rlo,Rzo, %‘a’)=0 iflR,,cR(%,) and D(!&,)<~. 
Proof. Since we can decide whether or not R,,c R(L&) and D( %‘,,) < 00, this 
procedure is effective. For more detailed explanations, refer [13, Algorithm 4.21. 
We shall prove the correctness ofthe algorithm. We first note that h,( R,o, R,,, %‘) < cc 
iff R,,c R(CZQ: this is an alternative algorithm for deciding whether or not 
k(R,,, Rzo, g) <*. 
Necessity. Assume that h,( RI,, , RzO, %) = 0. Then there exist W, , . . . , W,, E A*, 
n 2 1, such that R,,c 6( 1 W, u . . . u W,,l) c R,, . Then for each w E R,o, there exists 
i, l<i<n,suchthat w~s(W,)cR 20. Then d’(S’, w, qf)se( W;). Thus Rloc R(%$) 
and D( LB,,) G max{Q Wi) 11 G i s n}. 
Sufficiency. Assume that R,, c R( P&J and D( %‘,J < 00. Then for each w E R,o, 
there exists WE A* such that w E F( W) c RzO and &( W) G D( %$). Thus R,” c 
mwJ~ * *u KbL for some n 2 1 and W, E A* with 8( W,) G D(!%,,), 
l<i<n. 0 
5. Algorithms for determining relative inclusion star height 
Throughout this section, R,,, Rzo, % = {R, , . . . , R,}, A = {b, , . . . , b,}, 6, d,,,, 
s&, and di, 1 s is m, are as in Section 4. For i = 1,2, let Jui be the syntactic monoid 
of Rio and (Yi : E* + Ai be the corresponding canonical morphism. (Y~ is extended 
to (Y, : 2E* + 2”“l in the usual way. This section will present the main lemma, Theorem 
5.53, and algorithms for determining relative inclusion star height. In the sequel, 
we consider only regular expressions in which none of 0 and A appear. But for 
brevity of description, as in [ 131, we adopt the following notation: E = E, u E, E, E, u 
E, implies that E is a regular expression in which none of 0 and A appear, and 
very often, our main concern is for E, and E is of one of the following forms: (1) 
E = E, u E,E,E,u E,, (2) E = E,E,E,u Es, (3) E = E, u E,ExE,, . _. , or E = E, 
etc. In the sequel, E with subscripts denotes any regular expression in SRE(A), H* 
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with subscripts denotes any star expression in SRE(A), W with subscripts denotes 
any word in At and b with subscripts denotes any symbol in A. 
Definition 5.1. For any E E SRE(A) and any i E p(E), p(E, i) is defined as in [13]. 
Definition 5.2. For any E E SRE(A), iEp(E) with p(E,i)~l and jE 
(192,. . ., P(E, i)}, the jth star factor of E containing i is defined as in [13]. 
Definition 5.3. For any E ESRE(A), iEp(E) and jE{O, 1,. . . , p(E, i)}, y(E, i, j) is 
defined inductively as follows: 
(1) IfE=E,uE,bE,uE,and i=&(E,)+L’(E,)+l,thenj=Oand 
Y(E, i, 0) = (al(@z])), aJS(]&])), b). 
(2) If E=E,uE,H*E,uE, and /(E,)+~(E,)+~s~sQE,)+QE,)+&H), 
thenforjE{O,l,..., P(E, i)-l], Y(E, i,j)=y(H, i-[(El)-QEJ,j) and 
~(6 i, P(E, i)) = (~~(~(IEzI)), ~z(S(IEZ/)), h(H*), 
a,(S(lH*l)), ~MlH*I))). 
Definition 5.4. For any E E SRE(A) and i Ed, l(E, i) is defined as in [13]. 
From now to Theorem 5.53 we consider the case where h,(R,,.,, RzO, 8) < 00. 
Definition 5.5. EO is a regular expression in SRE(A) such that h(E,)= 
h,(RIo, RzO, g) and RIO= ~(l&l)c ho. 
Remark 5.6. There may exist many E,, which satisfy the condition in the above 
definition, but in the sequel, we consider some fixed EO. We also note that, at this 
point, we can obtain an upper bound of h( E,) which is the cycle rank of &[ R,,, A] 
in Definition 4.1. 
Definition 5.7. [(E,) is the set of E E CSRE(A) such that S(IE()c R,,, h(E)< h(E,) 
and e(E) s gI(h(EO), QEJ). 
Proposition 5.8. For any w E R,, n I+, thereexistE~~(E,)andaputhP=(i,,...,i,) 
of E such that (1) n 2 1, (2) P is a whole path of E, (3) w E a(A,(P)) and (4) for 
some x1, . . . , x,EE+, w=x,...x,undxj~8(AE(i,))foruflj. 
Definition 5.9. q([(E,,), R,,, R,,) is the set {(l(E,i),q)lE~[(E~), iep(E) and 
q E Q,, where AE (i) = b,, 1 s j G m}. 
Lemma 5.10. #7(5(E,), R,,, R2,J<g3, where 
g’=(h(~f+l).#(Q1”...“Q.‘) and g,=(4#.1”1+“‘“2+1).(h(E,)+1). 
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Definition 5.11. I+([(&,), RIO, R,,) is the set of functions from v([(E,), R,,, R,,) 
to the set of subsets of q(e(E,), R,o, R,,) x (0, 1,2,3}. 
Lemma 5.12. #Fv(.$(E,), R,,, R&<g,, where g,= 16(g3)2. 
Definition 5.13. For any f, ,fi E Fq (5( E,), RIO, R,,), the function fi . f, is defined as 
in [13]. 
Definition 5.15. Let E E SRE(A), P = (iI,. . . , i,) be a path of E, w E E*, q E Q,, 
q’~Qj,,~~{O,1,2,3}.AE(i,)=b,,,andA,(i,)=bj,,l~j,,j,~m.Pissaidtostrictly 
spell w with (q, q’, c) iff one of [13, Definition 5.10 (l)-(3)] holds. 
Definition 5.16. For any w E 2”. the function fw is defined as in [13]. 
Proposition 5.17. (1) For any (u, 9) E ~(5(&), RIO, &J, fh(u, 9) ={(u, q, 0)). 
(2) f.fh =fA .f =ffor wf E Frl(5(J3, RIO, Rd. 
Definition 5.18. For any ul, . . . , 0, E Z*, Au,, ,u,,j is defined as in [ 131. 
Definition 5.19. Seq(JC*), (x,, . . . ,x,) . (y,, . . . , y,) and (x,, . . , x,)’ are defined as 
in [13]. 
We need the following D-automaton B = (I, Q, M, S, F, d) in which S and F are 
not specified since we do not need them. 
Definition 5.20. % = (I, Q, M, S, F, d) is a D-automaton which is defined as follows: 
(1) Q=(cr1(8(Wb)),az(8(Wb)),q)l WEA”, SEA, 6(b)=R,, lsism, qEQi 
and for some W,, W, E A*, S( W,,WbW,) c R,,}. 
(2) For any (tI, fZ, q) E Q with t, = cx,(8( wbi)), 1 s i c m and q E Qj and a E 2, 
the following (2.1) and (2.2) hold: 
(2.1) If Mi(q, ala F,, then M((b, b, 91, a)=!(t!. f2, M(q, a))} and d((t,, 12, q), 
a, (21, b, Mi(q, ~1)) =O. 
(2.2) IfMi(q, a)~ F,,thenM((t,, b, 91, a)={(fl, f2, M;(q, a))lu{(~,(s(W’b$j)), 
Q2(6( wbbj)), sI) 11 sjs m and for some W,, W, E A*, 6( WOWb,bj W,) c R20}, 
d((t, 9 f2tq)> 4 C~I 9 f2, Mi(q, a))) =O and d((t, 3 t2, 41, 4 (at(a( mib,)), 
a2(6( W&b,)), sj) = 1 for each j, 1 <j c m, which satisfies the above condition. 
Definition 5.21. For any w E TZ*, Mdow is defined as in [13]. 
Proposition 5.22. For any W, W’ E A+, qEQi, q’EQj, lci,jsm and WEE”, if 
(a,(S( WI), Q2(6( W), 4), (Ql(S( W’)), a,(6( W’)), q’) E Q, then it holds that 
d((aI(6( W)), ~z(S( W)), q), w, (a1(6( W’)), ~z(S( W’)), q’)) = 0 iI i =i 4 = 
Mi(q, W) and for some W,EA*, a,(S( W)) = a,(s( W’)) = a,(S( W,b,)) und 
a2(6( W) = a2(6( WI = a2(8( W&i)). 
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Definition 5.23. For any w E I”, Z(w) is defined as in [ 131. 
Proposition 5.24. Z(A) = 0 and for any w E 2*, 0 s Z(w) s #Q. 
Lemma 5.25. For any x, y E -X*, Z(x), Z(y)< Z(xy). 
Proposition 5.26. For any x, y, z E T?l*, Z(y) c Z(xyz). 
Proposition 5.27. For any x, y E X*, rf Z(xy) = Z(y), then MdO( Q, xy) = MdO( Q, y). 
Proposition 5.28. Zf Z(w) = 0 for w E I*, then for any q E Q and q’E M(q, w), 
d(q, w, q’)s#Q 
Definition 5.29. = is the equivalence relation over Seq(2”) such that for any 
(X1,...,Xi),(Yl,...,Yj)ESeq(~*), (X,,...,X,)~(Yl,...,Yj) ifi .I& ,x,,=J;y,~,,,y,), 
M dOx,...x, =Md~y,...~,, ~I(XI.. . Xi)=~,(_Y, . . ..Yj) and Qz(XI.. . &)=~2(_Y1.. ..Yj). 
Proposition 5.30. = is a congruence relation. 
Lemma5.31. #E*/=<gs, whereg,=g,~(#Q+l)“Q~#A,~#.A,. 
Proposition 5.32. For any x, , x2, . . . , xg, E 2”. where g, = (g,)*, there exist i, j, 1 s i < 
j<g6, such that (x,, . . . , xi)= (x,, . . . , xi), and (xi+,, . . . , x,,)~ (x,+,, . . . , x,,). 
Definition 5.33. WE(+, 2) and 1~5 for E E WE(+, 2) are defined as in [13]. 
Definition 5.34. For any E E WE(+, 2) and ks 1, E(k) is defined as in [13]. 
Proposition 5.35. For any E,, E2g WE(+, 2) and ks 1, E,E,(k) = E,(k)E,(k). 
Definition 5.36. For any w E 2+ with Z(w) > 0, D( w, Z(w)) and its length are defined 
as in [13]. 
Proposition 5.37. For any w E X+ with Z(w) > 0, D( w, Z(w)) is unique and its length 
is positive. 
Definition 5.38. For any w E z*, Dec( w) is defined as in [ 131. 
Definition 5.39. For any w E X*, S(w) and S(w, g6) are defined as in [13]. 
Proposition 5.40. For any w E T,+ with Z(w) > 0, thefollowing holds: Let D( w, Z(w))‘= 
(xl,@,-. .,~,,a,,x,+~ ). Then for any i,_i, lSiSj=Sn, S(XiU, . . . XjUj) = 
S(x,) * (a,) . . . S(Xj) . (Uj). 
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Definition 5.41. k, is defined as in [13]. 
Definition 5.42. For any w E -IZ*, S( w, g,, =, k,), E, and S( E,, k,) are defined as 
in [13]. 
Proposition 5.43. For any w E Z*, S(w), S(w, g6)E D&w) and S(E,, kO) E 
De4EW(k0)). 
Notation. For any f, , f2 E Fv (.$( E,), RI,, Rzo), fi 1f2 denotes that for any (u, q) E 
77(5(&), R,o, &II), fl(u, 9) xfz(u, 4). 
Proposition 5.44. For any x,, . . . , x, E E*, j& ,,..., x,,j lfx ,... xvt. 
Proposition 5.45. Flr any w E 2 *, the following hold : 
(1) fscw, ~fS(E,&) =f&(ko). 
(2) If I(w) > 0, D( w, I(w)) = (x1, a,, . . . , x,, a,, x,+~), n = g, and x,+, = A, then 
for any iz 1, the following hold, where S(w, g,, =, k,) = ((r,,, rI), (w,, w2, wj)): 
(2.1) fs(wl),fS(w,wz) =fS(E,,,,k,I =fS(E,~,,ko).(S(E,Z.ko))’ 
=fE,,(ko),fE,,(ko)(E,z(ko))'. 
(2.2) fs(w3~>fs~wzwj~ =f%,,,W =J;S(E,,.*,ko))'.S(E,,,k,) 
=fE,g(ko))J;E,2(ko))'E,3(ko). 
Proposition 5.46. For any v, w E I* and any k 2 1, the following (1) and (2) hold: 
(1) al(w) = ~l(~w(k)L4w) = 4Edk)L~(w) = ~(Ew(k))andKow = MdOE,.(k). 
(2) If MdOu = MdOvwr then MdOv = MdOvwk. 
Definition 5.47. For any i E (0, 1, . . . , #Q}, o,(i) is defined as in [13]. 
Proposition 5.48. o, (# Q) s (g, + # Q + 2)4’#Q. 
Definition 5.49. For any iE{O, 1, . . .,#Q} and j~{l,2,.. .,g3}, oz(i) and g,(i,j) 
are defined as in [13]. 
Proposition5.50. ForanyiE{O,l,...,#Q-l}, o,(i)3o,(i+l). 
Definition 5.51. For E E SRE(A), the set of paths of degree zero of E is defined as 
in [ 131 and for a path P of E, vO( P) is defined as in [ 131. 
Main Lemma. Let w E E*, E E 5(&), (u,, qo), (u,, s,) E 45(&J, RI,, Rm), c E 
(0, 1,2,3} and PI be a path of E. Assume that the following (1) and (2) hold: 
(1) i(E,in(P,))=u, andl(E,fn(P,))=u,. 
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(2) P, strictly spells E,(k,) with (qO, q, , c). 
Then thereexistE’E CSRE(A) andapath P2 ofE’forwhich thefollowing (3)-(g) hold: 
(3) h(E’)s h(E) and S(/E’])c R,,. 
(4) 5( E’, in( PJ) = u. and l(E’, fn( PJ) = u, . 
(5) P2 strictly spells w with (qO, q, , c). 
(6) If in( P,) E ip(E), then in( PJ E ip( E’) and if fn(P,) E fp( E), then fn(P,) E 
fp(W 
(7) %(P2) c 0,(1(w)). 
(g) QE’) s oz(l(w)). 
Proposition 5.52. Let w E RIO, E E CSRE(A) and P be a path of E. Assume that (1) 
@(El) c &, (2) in(P) E ip(E) and fn( P) E fp(E) and (3) P strictly spells w with 
(si, q, c), where A,(in(P)) = b;, AE(fn(P)) = bj and q E F,, 1 s i,js m. Then there 
exists E’ECSRE(A) such that (4) S(lE’])c R,,, (5) WE S(lE’I), (6) h(E’)s h(E), 
(7) v(E’)= Q(P) and (8) &(E’)sQE). 
Theorem 5.53. Let RIO, R2,,, %‘, A, 6, 93 and g, be as above, and assume that 
h,(RIo, R2,,, %) COO. 7ben there exists E E SRE(A) f or which the following (l)-(3) 
hold: 
(1) RIO= S(iEi, c ho. 
(2) h(E) = hJR,o, Rx,, W. 
(3) t~(E)~o@Q)~(g,+#Q+2)~+? 
Proof. Assume that h,(R,,,, R,,, %‘) < ~0. Then there exists E, E SRE(A) such that 
&= s(lE,l)= R,, and h(G) = h,(R,,, RzO, %). [(E,) is defined as in Definition 
5.7. Consider any w E R,,n X+. Since (Y,(W) = a,(E,(k,)), E,(k,J E Rio. By Proposi- 
tion 5.8, there exist E E t( E,) and a path P = (i,, . . . , i,) of E such that (i) P is a 
whole path of E, (ii) E,(k,,) E s(A,( P)) and (iii) for some x1,. . . , x, E 2+, w= 
x, . . . x, and xj~ 8(A,(i,)) for all j, 1 ~j G n. By the main lemma and Proposition 
5.52, we can see that there exists E(w)ECSRE(A) such that S(lE(w)l)c R,,, 
w E S(lE(w)l), h(E(w)) s h(&d, dE(w)) s 0,(1(w)) c ol(#Q) and /(E(w)) s 
02(l( w)) s oz(#Q). By Proposition 3.4, the set {E(w) I w E R,,n 2:‘) is finite. Now 
put E’=E,,uE,u...uE,, where E,O=A if AER,~, E,,=(d if A&R,, and 
{EL,..., E,}={E(w)lw~R,,n~+}. Then h(E’)=h(E,)=h,(R,,, R20, %?), R,,c 
s(~E’~)c RzO and v(E’)~o,(#Q)~(g,+#Q+2)~‘#~. 0 
Definition 5.54. g,( R,o, Rzo, %Y) denotes the integer obtained from (g, + #Q + 2)4’aQ 
by replacing each occurrence of h( E,) in g, with r(&[ R,,, A]). 
Algorithm 5.55. Let R,o, RzO, %, A and 6 be as above. 
(1) By Algorithm 4.3, decide whether or not h,(R,,,, R,,, %‘) =a. If 
h,(R,,, RX,, %‘) < 00, then proceed with (2). 
(2). By Algorithm 4.5, decide whether or not h,(R,,, R2,,, %) =O. If 
k(R,,, &,, %‘) > 0, then proceed with (3). 
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(3) Calculate g&RIO, RzO, %) and obtain the following finite class of regular 
languages over 2’: 
%,=%~{6(~(W,u-w W,,)*l)lnsl, Wi~A+ 
and I( W,) s g8(RIo, R,,, %) for all i}. Recursively determine II,(R,~, Rzo, %,). Then 
put k(R,o, Rzo, y’) = L+ k(R,o, Rzo, %I). 
Definition 5.36. Let R,o, RzO, %, A and 6 be as above. For each i E 
i&l,. . . , r(NRzo, A])}, define %,, gg(i) and g,,(i) as in [13]. 
Proposition 5.57. For any i E (0, 1, . . . , r(NR,,, Al) - 11, adi+ 1) = g,,(i). 
Theorem 5.58. Let R,,,, R2,,, %, A and 6 be as above, and assume that h,(R,,, 
RzO,%‘)<w. Then there exists EESRE(A) such that R,,,cS(IEI)~R,,, h(E)= 
h,(R,o, RX,, @‘) and e(E) s g,,(r(NRz,, Al)). 
6. Algorithms for determining inclusion 
We have the following algorithm. 
Algorithm 6.1. Let R,,, RzOc Z* be 
star height 
regular. By Algorithm 5.55, determine 
h,(R,,, Rzo, W, where v ={{alla E 21. Then put NRlo, &,J = hr(Rlo, &, W. 
As for star height, we can obtain the second algorithm for determining inclusion 
star height as follows. Let R,,, R,,c 2” be regular, Ju, and JJ& be the syntactic 
monoids of R,, and R,,, respectively, and (Y, : I* + A, and (Ye :2‘” + AZ be the 
corresponding canonical morphisms w.r.t. R 1,, and Rzo, respectively, as in Section 
5. We put mi = #.I%~ for i = 1,2. The following lemma can be proved similarly as 
[lo, Lemma 5.11. 
Lemma 6.2. For any w E .X+ of length ~m,m,(m,m,+2), thereexistx,y,zE2I+such 
that w = xyz, a,(xy) = a,(x), a2(xy) = a,(x), a,(yz) = a,(z) and ct*(yz) = (Y>(Z). 
The following theorem can be proved in essentially the same way as 
[lo, Theorem 5.11. 
Theorem 6.3. Let R,,, RzO, A,, A&, m, m2 beasabove. Assume that h(RIo, R2J 
~0. Then such that 
h(E) = h(R,o, RN), lEk 
~(15)s 
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We have the following algorithm. 
Algorithm 6.4. Let Rio, RzO, Ju, and Ju, be as above. Let &,= 
(2, QzO, M2,,, {szO}, FzO) be the reduced deterministic automaton accepting R,,. 
(1) If RI,- RzO# 8, then put h(R,,,, R2J = co. Otherwise proceed with (2). 
(2) If R,O is finite, then put h(RIo, RzO) = 0. Otherwise proceed with (3). 
(3) Calculate the integer g= 16m,m,(m,m,+2)(r(~~,). m,m,(m,m,+2)+1), 
where m, = #Jll, and m, = #.&. Obtain the finite class %’ of regular languages over 
2 as follows: ~~{((u}~uE~}u{~(w~u~~~uw,,)*J(~~~, WiEZ+and k’(Wi)sg for 
all i}. By Algorithm 5.55, determine h,(RIO, R,,, %). Then put h(R,,, RzO) = 
h,(R,o, Rz0, ve) + 1. 
7. Proof of the main lemma 
Definition 7.1. For E E SRE(A) and two paths P, and P2 of E, the path P, . P2 is 
defined as in [13]. 
Definition 7.2. For W, , W, E A+, W, 0 W, is defined as in [ 131. 
Proposi~ion7.3. Lefv, WEE*, (~0, qo), (u,, d, (u2, q2)E d5(Eo), RIO, R20L cl, c2~ 
(0, 1,2,3}, and assume that there exist E,, E2 E CSRE(A) and two paths PI and P2 
ofE, and E,, respectively, such that (1) S()E,l), S(lE,l)c R,,, (2) l(E,, in(P,)) = uO, 
C( E, , fn( P,)) = C( E2, in( P2)) = u, and 5( E2, fn( P2)) = u2, (3) P, strictly spells o with 
(qO, q,, cl) and (4) P2 strictlyspeZZs w with (ql, q2, c2). Then thereexist E,ECSRE(A) 
and a path PI of E, such that (5) S(IE,[)c R2,,, (6) h(E,)Cmax{h(E,), h(E,)}, (7) 
5(E3, in(P,)) = u. und 5(E3, fn(P,)) = u2, (8) e( P3) = e( PI) + e( P2), (9) P3 strictly 
spells VW with (q0,q2,max{c,,c2}), (10) v~(P~)~v,(P,)+v,(P~) and (11) QE,)s 
4 * (max{h(W, h(E2)l+ 1) . max{4ElL 4E2)l. 
Proposition 7.4. Let nz1, WI,..., w, E 2+, (uo, qo), (%, SJ, . . ., (%> %J E 
rl(t(Eo), RIO, R20), ~1, . . . , c, E {2,3}, and assume that there exist E,, . . . , E, E 
CSRE(A) and n paths P,, . . . , P,, of E,, . . . , and E,, respectively, such that for all i, 
1 s i G n, the following hold: 
(1) @,I) c ho. 
(2) I( E,, in( P,)) = ui_, and l( Ej, fn(Pi)) = ui. 
(3) Pi strictly spells Wi with (qi_1, 4,. ci). 
Then there exist E E CSRE(A) and a path P of E for which the following hold: 
(4) s(~E~)c RzO and h(E)Smax{h(Ei)IlSiSn}. 
(5) c(E, in(P)) = u. and ((E, fn(P)) = u,. 
(6) P strictly spells w1 . . . w, with (qo, q,,, max{c, ) 1 G i G n}). 
(7) ~,(P)~2~max{v,(P,)J1~i~n}. 
(8) ~(E)~4”~‘~(max{h(Ej)~1~i~n}+1)“~’~max{~(Ei)(1~i~n). 
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Proposition 7.5. Let n Z 1, wIo, wll, 20, wzl,. . . , wno, wd E I+. clo, cll, . . . , C,O, 
Cd E (0, 1) and (%o, 9lOL (u11 I %A (u20, q2oL (u21,921). . . . 9 (&lo, %oL (K1, %d), 
(U n+10, %+*o) E 77(5(EoL RlO, Rzo). Assume that for each i, 1 G is n, there exist Eio, 
EiI E CSRE(A) and two paths Pi0 and PiI of E,, and Eil, respectively, such that (1) 
S(lEiol), S(lEilI) c R209 (2) 5(Eio, in(Pio)) = uio, 6(&o, fn(pio)) = t’(EilT in(51)) = U,I 
and l(Eil, fn(f’il)) = U,+IO and (3) Pi0 strictly spells w;O with (qio, qil, Cio) and PiI 
strictly spells w,I with (qil, qi+lo, ci,). Moreover, assume that the following (4) holds: 
(4) For each i, l<iGn, (al(S(A,,,,(Plo) 0 A,,l(Pll) 0 . * * 0 AE,O(Eoi,))), 
~2(S(AElo(f’10) o AE,,(J’~I)~ . . . oA~,O(E~))), qil) E M~o(Q, ~10~11~20~21 . . . WOO). 
Then there exist E E CSRE(A) and a path P of degree zero of E such that the following 
(5)-(9) hold: 
(5) S(lEl) c R20 and h(E)< max{h(Elo), h(E,JI. 
(6) 5(E, in(P)) = ulo and J(E, WP)) = u,+~~. 
(7) ~(P)<2~(#Q+1)~max{~(Pio)+1,~(Pil)+1~l~i~n}. 
(8) P strictly spells w = ~~0~~~~20~2~ . . . w,,~w,~ with (410, qn+lo, max{cio, ci1Il c 
i S n}). 
(9) J(E)~&(E,,)+&E,,)+~(P)+l. 
Proposition 7.6. Let no, n, s 1, (u, q) E ~(5(Eo), RIO, R2oL El,. . . , -K,,~ CSRE(A), 
Wl,..., w,,,~~+andforeachi,l~iin~, Pi be a path of some Eji, 1 s ji G no. Assume 
thatforeach i, l~i~n,, (1) s(~E,,~)c R,,, (2) 5(Ej,,in(Pj))=5(Ej~,fn(P,))=u and 
(3) Pi strictly spells wi with (q, q, 2). Then there exists E E CSRE(A) such that (4) 
h(E) =h(Ej,), (5) ~(1~1) c R207 (6) 
e(E)~(n,+2) ’ h(Ej,) . max{,f(Ei) 11 < is n0})2’h(E11) 
and (7)foreachwEI(wIu... v wnl)+l, there exists a path P,,, of E which satisjies the 
following (7.1)-(7.3): 
(7.1) 5( E, in( PW)) = 5( E, fn( PW)) = u. 
(7.2) P, strictly spells w with (q, q, 2). 
(7.3) yo(PW) S 2 . max{ yo(Pi) I 1 s i S nl}. 
Now the proof of the main lemma can be completed by induction on I(w) in 
essentially the same way as the proof of the main lemma of [13]. 
Remark 7.7. The reader may find certain relations between the notion of inclusion 
star height and the notion of the solutions of problems on a finite reduced determin- 
istic automaton defined in [15, Definition 2.41. 
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